
JOHN & DEANNA MATTHEWS, HUSBAND AND WIFE TEAM BASED OUT OF JACKSON, MS

EMAIL: MATTHEWSMEDIA@ATT.NET |  PHONE:  601/519-6226

FACEBOOK:   MATTHEWSMEDIA    FEATURED ON THE KNOT AND WEDDING WIRE

Thank you so much for stopping by to view our work.
if you have any questions, feel free to call or send an email!

Stick Video, $200, 4k HD video 
camera on a monopod that is passed 
around from guest to guest through-
out the night. This is much like the 
“old days” of putting a disposable 
camera on every table.  You never 

know what you’ll get!

Raw Video, $400, unedited rolling 
video of the day, organized by camera 
source.  This is generally for someone 
who wants to edit the footage 
themselves or just wants to see 
everything from every angle.

RRehersal Dinner, $700, 4 hours 
coverage, 1 Videographer, 1 manned 
DSLR 4k HD camera, 1 unmanned 4k 

HD video camera

3 CDs, $50

Travel, $150/night or as quoted

a’ la carte

Best for larger weddings & venues
10 hours coverage

2 Videographers, 2 manned DSLR 4k 
HD cameras, 2 unmanned HD 
cameras, 2 Wireless lavaliere Mics

FREE DRONE FLYOVER
(if (if weather/location permits)
30 second Social Media Teaser 

within 48 hours
Choice of either a compiliation video  

of the day edited to 3 songs 
(pre-wedding, wedding, reception)

or 
a full highliga full highlight lm of the entire day, 
including vows, speeches, toasts, etc.

Digital Download plus mp4 ashstick

$200 each additional hour

All Day Affair
 $2499

Best for small to medium 
weddings & venues
8 hours coverage

1 Videographer, 1 manned DSLR 4K 
HD camera, 1 unmanned 4K HD video 
camera, 2 wireless lavaliere mics

FREE DFREE DRONE FLYOVER 
(if weather/location permits)
30-second Social Media Teaser 

within 48 hours
Choice of either a compiliation video  

of the day edited to 3 songs 
(pre-wedding, wedding, reception)

or or 
a full highlight lm of the entire day, 
including vows, speeches, toasts, etc.

Digitial download plus mp4 ashstick

$100 each additional hour

The Waltz
$1599

Forever Films


